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Abstract

We consider a system of n processes with ids
not a priori known, that are drown from a large
space, potentially unbounded. How can these n
processes communicate to solve a task? We show
that n a priori allocated Multi-Writer Multi-
Reader (MWMR) registers are both needed and
sufficient to solve any read-write wait-free solv-
able task. This contrasts with the existing possi-
ble solution borrowed from adaptive algorithms
that require Θ(n2) MWMR registers.

To obtain these results, the paper shows how
the processes can non-blocking emulate a system
of n Single-Writer Multi-Reader (SWMR) regis-
ters on top of n MWMR registers. It is impossi-
ble to do such an emulation with n− 1 MWMR
registers.

Furthermore, we want to solve a sequence of
tasks (potentially infinite) that are sequentially
dependent (processes need the previous task’s
outputs in order to proceed to the next task).
A non-blocking emulation might starve a proces-
sor forever. By doubling the space complexity,
using 2n − 1 rather than just n registers, pro-
cesses can erase each other’s write operation, just
a bounded number of times, and consequently
the computation is wait-free rather than non-
blocking.

Keywords: shared memory, read/write reg-
isters, distributed algorithms, wait-free, space

complexity, renaming.

1 Introduction

In many distributed algorithms it is assumed
that the processes, p1, . . . , pn, communicate us-
ing Single-Writer Multi-Reader (SWMR) regis-
ters, R1, . . . , Rn, so pi knows it is the i-th pro-
cess, and can write exclusively to Ri. However,
often processes do not know their indexes, they
know only their ids, and the number of possi-
ble ids N , is much bigger than the number of
processes, n. In this situation, preallocating a
register for each identifier would lead to a dis-
tributed algorithm with a very large space com-
plexity. One would like the processes to run a
renaming algorithm as a preprocessing stage, to
obtain new ids from a smaller range, M(n), that
depends only on n, and then use these ids to
index only M(n) SWMR registers. Several wait-
free renaming algorithms e.g. [5, 9] are known
that reduce the name space to M(n) = 2n − 1
(and this is the best than can be done, except
for some exeptional values of n [11]). However,
if the system did not allocate N SWMR register
to start with, how do the processes communicate
to run the renaming algorithm?

Such a question was raised in the context of
adaptive computation [6, 7, 22, 2, 3]. There, n is
unknown, and moreover processors “arrive” and
“depart.” Their answer is first to solve adaptive



2renaming to allocate MWMR registers to pro-
cessors. But that approach would yeild Θ(n2)
space complexity. The first simplest question we
address here is: In the most favorable situation,
when n is known and want we want to solve is
a task, how much space do we need? Is solving
renaming first is unavoidable? using c MWMR
registers [7, 22].

The start of this paper is to show that indeed it
is possible to solve any read-write wait-free solv-
able task with n MWMR registers, which neces-
sarily implies no hidden renaming solution as it
provably requires an allocated space larger than
n [].

To obtain this result, the paper shows how the
processes can non-blocking emulate a system of n
SWMR registers on top of n MWMR registers.
Moreover, it is not hard to prove that no such
emulation exists on less than nMWMR registers.

As said, with n registers we can solve renam-
ing, with additional 2n−1 registers each process
can obtain a dedicated register, and from there
on emulate a simulated write operation in a wait
free-manner. Are 3n − 1 MWMR necessary to
have a wait-free emulation of a write operation in
a non-terminating environment? We show that
a total of just 2n − 1 MWMR registers is suffi-
cient. We conjecture that 2n−1 registers are the
minimum possible for wait-free emulation.

An application of the non-blocking emulation
is that one can run any SWMR wait-free algo-
rithm that solves a task [17] on n MWMR regis-
ters. In particular, one can run directly a SWMR
(2n − 1)-renaming algorithm such as the one of
[9] on top of n MWMR registers. This is a signifi-
cant improvement over the previous Θ(n2) space
renaming algorithms, when that algorithm is in-
stantiated to our context. Admittedly, that al-
gorithm will actually use fewer than n2 registers
but nevertheless since it is apriori unknown how
the algorithm will evolve a preallocation of n2

registers is necessary. Notice that as the simu-
lation is non-blocking, a SWMR algorithm that
solves a task on top of the n MWMR registers
incurs some cost in time: a process may not be
able to produce an output value, until another
process finishes the algorithm and exists the em-
ulation. The wait-free emulation can be used to

solve renaming, and the allows to solve a task n
times faster than the non-blocking emulation, at
the cost of n− 1 additional MWMR registers.

The paper also describes an algorithm to
broadcast the value of one of the processes, us-
ing n/2 MWMR registers. The algorithm, which
seems interesting in itself, illustrates the way in-
formation propagates in our emulations. It is
simple, but the proof is subtle.

Finally, the paper sketches how to import
our wait-free simulation to a dynamic system
of bounded concurrency n - any number of pro-
cesses arrive compute and depart, yet, at any
point in time the number of arrival exceeds the
number of departures by at most n.

There is a long history of space complexity re-
sults, starting with the mutual exclusion lower
bound of [10] and even before there was interest
in this (see references herein). In this context,
[23] considers renaming with the same motiva-
tion that we do, and shows that 2dlogne+ 1 reg-
isters are sufficient to solve it, and a correspond-
ing lower bound within a constant factor, but
their model is easier than ours. There are vari-
ous algorithms and lower bounds on the number
of registers needed to solve specific problems e.g.
[12, 13, 15, 22], but we are not aware of gen-
eral emulations. In [20] there is a lower bound
for non-blocking implementations, but it is n−1
registers. In special cases it can be beaten [4].
In [14] a Ω(

√
n) space complexity lower bound

for a randomized nonblocking implementation of
consensus is presented.

2 Model

We assume a standard asynchronous shared-
memory model of computation with n processes
communicating by reading and writing to a fixed
set of shared registers [8, 18]. The processes have
unique ids in {1, . . . , N}, with N >> n. Pro-
cesses may take a finite or an infinite number of
steps but we assume that at least one process
takes an infinite number of steps.

The shared memory consists of a set of atomic
Multi-Writer Multi-Readers (MWMR) registers.
We assume that processes can read and write



3any MWMR register and these operations are
atomic [16]. For short, we usually omit the term
atomic. If r is such a MWMR register, a process
can write x on r using write(r, x), and read on r
using read(r). A process executes its code taking
three types of atomic steps: the read of a regis-
ter, the write of a register, and the modification
of its local state.

We consider also more powerful operations to
read the registers. A collect is an iterative read
of all registers. A scan returns a snapshot, an
instantaneous view of the registers. In [1], there
are non blocking and wait free linearizable imple-
mentations of the scan. A non-blocking imple-
mentation of scan (NBScan) can be obtained
repeating Collect operations until two of them
return the same values. A scan wait-free imple-
mentation (Scan) is more involved, and has to
embed a snapshot with the write. So in this case
we call the write, update ( update(r, v) updates
the register r with the value v).

Two progress conditions that have received
much attention are non-blocking and wait-free.
The non-blocking progress condition states that
when there are concurrent operations at least
one process terminates its operations. The wait-
free [16] progress condition states that each pro-
cess terminates its operations in a bounded num-
ber of its own steps.

We consider also a model in with each pro-
cess has its own atomic Single-Writer Multi-
Reader register (SWMR). Process p can write a
value x in its SWMR register with the operation
write(p, x) and all the processes may read the
value in the SWMR register of p with read(p).

We say that we have a non-blocking (resp.
wait-free) emulation of the n process SWMR
model using m MWMR registers if we imple-
ment write and read in terms of write and
read such that the implementation is linearizable
[19] and the progress condition is non-blocking
(resp. wait free).

A regular SWMR register [21], is a weaker
type of register. A SWMR register is regular if
when no write is concurrent with a read oper-
ation, the read returns the current value in the
register. Otherwise the read returns any value
written by a concurrent write operation or the

function Collect():
1 V = ∅
2 for all R in R
3 V = V ∪ read(R)
4 return V

main loop:
repeat forever

5 V iew = Collect() ∪ V iew ∪ input
6 Let Reg be some register in R
7 write(Reg, V iew)

Figure 1: Generic algorithm.

last value in the register before the concurrent
writes. With regular SWMR registers it is possi-
ble to wait-free free implement atomic SWMR
register [18, 21]. So to emulate non-blocking
(resp. wait-free) the n process SWMR register
model using m MWMR registers it is enough to
emulate non-blocking (resp. wait-free) n process
model with regular SWMR register model.

3 Preliminaries

We consider algorithms that have the same
structure as algorithm in Figure 1. Processes
share a set of R MWMR registers. Each process
maintains a variable V iew. Each process repeat-
edly reads all registers (function Collect()) and
updates its variable V iew by adding all it has
just read in V iew together with some other val-
ues in variable input, and then writes it in some
registers.

For each R ∈ R, Rτ denotes the value of reg-
ister R at time τ . Similarly, V iewτp denotes the
value of variable V iew of p at time τ .

We say that v is eventually forever inR if there
is a time τ such that for all time τ ′ > τ , v ∈ Rτ ′ .
We have directly from the algorithm:

Lemma 1 For all processes p and for all times
τ and τ ′, if τ < τ ′ then V iewτp ⊆ V iewτ

′
p

Following [10], we say that registerR is covered
by process p at some time τ if the next register
that p writes after time τ is R: more precisely p
covers R at time τ if, at time τ , the next writing



4of p (Line 7) is on register R and p has begun
the Collect in Line 5. Note that if p does not
cover R, before writing R, p reads the value of
R (by Collect in Line 5) and then will write in
R at least this value.

If some register is covered the value of this reg-
ister may be lost. So, by extension, we say that
R is V –covered at time τ if all processes covering
R at time τ are going to write sets containing V
in register R. If R is V -covered at time τ , next
writings contains V (by processes covering R) or
contains Rτ (by processes not covering R that
read R before writing). We have:

Lemma 2 If, at some time τ , register R is V –
covered at time τ then for all τ ′ ≥ τ , (Rτ ∩V ) ⊆
Rτ

′
.

Proof. By induction on the number k of writ-
ings of R made after time τ , we prove that R
contains Rτ ∩ V . For k = 0 it is clear. Consider
any writing of R after time τ and assume this
writing is made, say, by process q. Consider the
two cases:

• either q does not cover R at time τ and then
q makes a Collect before writing R. This
Collect occurs after time τ and by induction
hypothesis it returns a value containing Rτ∩
V . Then process q writes a superset of Rτ ∩
V in register R.

• or q covers R at time τ and V ⊆ V iewp then
q writes a superset of Rτ ∩ V in R.

If no process covers R at time τ , then by defi-
nition R is V -covered for any set V , then by the
previous Lemma after time τ , R contains forever
Rτ . In particular:

Lemma 3 If R is not covered at time τ and v ∈
Rτ then v will be eventually forever in R.

Let R∞ be the set of registers infinitely often
written:

Lemma 4 If v is eventually forever in R then v
is eventually forever in all registers in R∞.

Proof. There is a time τ after which v is for-
ever in R, after this time all Collect contains v
and then all next writing will contain v. Hence
all registers infinity often written will contain
v.

Lemma 5 If at time τ , card{R ∈ R|v ∈ Rτ} ≥
n, then v will be forever in all registers in R∞

Proof. Let X be the set of at least n registers
containing v and p be the last process that wrote
before time τ in any register in X. Just after
this writing p does not cover any register. As we
have n processes, by the pigeon hole principle at
least one register in X is not cover. Then by
Lemma 3, v will be forever in some register and
by Lemma 4, v will be forever in all R∞.

4 Broadcast

We give here a very weak definition of broadcast.
Essentially this definition ensures that the value
of some process will be known by all processes
making an infinity of steps. More precisely, we
assume that each process p has a value vp to
broadcast, the broadcast is defined by way of
a primitive deliver operation returning a set of
values. The broadcast ensures:

• (integrity) if v belongs to the set of values
returned by some deliver then v = vp for
some process p,

• (convergence) there is a value v and a time
τ after which every set returned by any
deliver contains v.

Here processes share m MRMW registers R[i],
1 ≤ i ≤ m and write successively each register.

The algorithm of Figure 2 is a simple applica-
tion of the generic algorithm of Figure 1. But
here in, the main loop, we use a non-blocking
scan NBScan instead of Collect. NBScan()
returns V , a snapshot of the registers, such
that there is a time τ such that R[i]τ = V [i].
NBScan() is only assumed to be non-blocking.
Implementation of such non-blocking snapshot
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Code for process p

Shared variable :
array of m MWMR register : R

Local variable:
set of Values V iew = {vp}
set of Values Deliver = ∅

function Collect():
1 variable: set of Values V = ∅
2 for i from 1 to m do
3 V = V ∪ read(R[i])
4 return V

Task main:
5 repeat forever
6 for i = 1 to m
7 V iew = V iew ∪NBScan();
8 write(R[i], V iew)

Task Deliver:
9 forever Deliver = Collect()

Figure 2: Broadcast with m MWMR registers

is easy [1]. As NBScan is a particular form of
Collect all previous Lemmata form Section 3 ap-
ply. For a snapshot V , V [i] is the value returned
for register R[i] and abusing notation, V may
denote ∪1≤i≤mV [i].

A Deliver reads all the registers and returns
the union of the values read in the registers.
Note, using Collect() that Deliver always ter-
minate. We prove the main property:

Theorem 6 Algorithm of Figure 2 implements
broadcast if m > n

2

The proof is rather subtle, it is in Ap-
pendix A.

5 Non-Blocking emulation of
SWMR registers

We first describe the emulation, and then the
lower bound, in Section 5.2.

5.1 The algorithm

The algorithm in Figure 3 is a non-blocking em-
ulation of regular SWMR registers for n pro-

cesses using an array R of m MWMR registers,
if m ≥ n.

Shared variable :
array of m MWMR-register : R

// To ensure non-blocking we assume m ≥ n
Local variable:

set of Values V iew = ∅
Code for process p

init k=0;

//NBScan returns a snapshot of the shared memory
write(p, x):
1 v = (x, p, k)
2 next = 0
3 V iew = V iew ∪ {v}
4 do
5 Snap = NBScan()
6 V iew = Snap ∪ V iew
7 write(R[next], V iew)
8 next = (next+ 1) mod m
9 until (card{r|v in Snap[r]} ≥ n)
10 k = k + 1

read(q):
11 V iew = Collect()
12 return x such that (x, q, u) ∈ V iew with maximal u

Figure 3: Non blocking implementation of regu-
lar SWMR registers for n processes.

In the following to distinguish between the
writings of MWMR registers and the emulation
of SWMR writings, we denote the first ones us-
ing lower case and the second ones with upper
case. To make its k-writing, a process p adds
the value to write (in fact the value, its identity
and its timestamp k) to its variable V iew. The
write ends when the value to be written is in
all the m registers. A read of value written
by process q collects the values present in regis-
ters and returns the value from q with a maximal
timestamp among all the values from q.

As in the generic algoritm of Figure 1, each
process p maintains a variable V iew contain-
ing all the information it knows. Iteratively,
each process reads all the m registers by a non-
blocking scan and accordingly updates its vari-
able V iew before writing it in the next register
in cyclic order. The writing of v terminates



6as soon as v is in n registers. Here instead of
Collect, we use NBScan, a non blocking Scan,
as described in Section 2.

The main point here is that as we have n pro-
cesses and at least n registers then at least one
register will not be covered and then all the val-
ues contained in this register will eventually be
present in all registers and will remain forever in
all registers. Hence as soon as a value is present
in all registers the write is terminated because
afterwards the Collect of every read will con-
tain this value.

First we prove the safety properties of the im-
plementation of regular register.

We say that the writing of v succeeds at time
τ if after time τ , v is forever in some register. By
extension, we say that the writing of v succeeds
if there is a time at which the writing of v suc-
ceeds or equivalently if v is eventually forever in
R. Directly from the algorithm we get the fol-
lowing lemmas:

Lemma 7 Let v = (x, p, k) and v′ = (y, p, k′)
such that k ≥ k′, if v succeeds at time τ , then v′

succeeds at time τ too.

By Lemma 4 and the code of the algorithm:

Lemma 8 If the writing of v succeeds at time
τ , after this time v is returned by every Collect.

Lemma 9 Let S be the set of all values (x, p, k)
that succeed at time τ and K the maximal k over
all (x, p, k) in S, then read of p returns the
value v = (x, p, k) ∈ S with k ≥ K maximal.

From Lemma 5:

Lemma 10 If at some time τ , v is in n regis-
ters, then the writing of v succeeds at time τ .

Lemma 11 (safety) Any read(p) returns the
last value x such that write(p, x) terminates be-
fore the beginning of the read, or a value x such
that write(p, x) is concurrent with the read.

Proof. Assume x is the kth write of p, let v be
(x, p, k). Consider any read(p) and let E be the
set of values returned by the Collect made for

this read. By Lemma 8 all values for which the
writing has succeeded are in E. write(p, x)
returns when, for a NBScan (Line 5), v be-
longs to n registers (Line 9) at some time. Then
by Lemma 10, v succeeds by the time of the
NBScan and E contains all values for which the
writing has terminated. Lemma 9 proves that
the value returned by the read(p) is either the
last value for which the write by p has termi-
nated or a value for which the writing is con-
current.

Now we prove that the algorithm is non-
blocking. First as Collect is wait-free, any read
is wait-free too:

Lemma 12 Any read made by a process that
takes an infinite number of steps terminates.

By Lemma 4, and the fact that the write ends
when the value is in all registers:

Lemma 13 Assume the registers are written in-
finitely often, if the writing of v succeeds then
v will eventually be forever in all registers and if
the process that writes v takes an infinite num-
ber of steps, the writing terminates.

Lemma 14 If the registers are written infinitely
often then an infinity of writing terminate.

Proof. By contradiction assume the contrary:
there is a time τ after which no writing ter-
minates. When a process has terminated all
its writings it stops writing the registers, then
there is at least one process that takes an in-
finite number of steps and does not terminate
the writing of some v. By Lemma 13, there is
time at which all registers will contain values for
which the writing is not terminated. By pigeon
hole principle one of these registers is not covered
and contains a value for which the writing is
not terminated, by Lemma 3 the writing of this
value succeeds, and by Lemma 13, the writing
of this value terminates –a contradiction.

If after some time there is no writing of the
registers, being non-blocking any NBScan re-
turns:



7Lemma 15 If some process that takes an in-
finite number of steps is stuck forever on a
NBScan then the registers are written infinitely
often.

Lemma 16 (non-blocking) If m ≥ n, and the
writing of v by a process p that takes an infi-
nite number of steps does not terminate, then
infinitely often some writings terminate.

Proof. By contradiction, assume that the
writing of some process p that takes an infi-
nite number of steps does not terminate and only
a finite number of writings occurs. Then by
Lemma 14, there is a time after which no regis-
ters are written and by Lemma 15, p may not be
stuck on a NBScan and hence p makes progress
in its code and hence writes registers infinitely
often. By Lemma 14 an infinity of writing ter-
minates —a contradiction

Lemmas 11 and 16 prove that the algorithm in
Figure 3 is a non blocking emulation of regular
SWMR registers for n processes from n MWM-
Rregisters. We now use the classical wait free
transformation [18, 21] from regular to atomic
registers to conclude:

Theorem 17 There is a non blocking emula-
tion of SWMR registers for n processes from n
MWMR registers.

5.2 Lower bound

We prove in this section that we cannot emulate
SWMR registers for n processes with less than n
MWMR registers.

Lemma 18 SWMR registers for n processes
cannot be emulated with n− 1 MWMR registers.

Proof. Consider a set of n processes
p1, . . . , pn. By contradiction, assume we can em-
ulate the SWMR system with (n − 1)-MWMR
atomic registers. We construct inductively a run
e where this assumption is not satisfied. For this
we construct by induction on k a partial run ek
and a set Rk of k registers each being covered by
processes p1, . . . , pk.

(k = 1) : In e1 only process p1 takes steps and
its code is write(p1, p1).
Claim: p1 has to write in some register.
Proof. By contradiction assume p1 does not
write in any register and assume the code of pn
is read(p1). Once p1 ends its write, pn takes
steps and does not find any value written by p1,
contradicting the semantics of a register.

In e1, only p1 takes steps and stops just before
its first writing of a register, say R1. Then p1
covers R1 and R1 = {R}.
(k < n − 1) : By induction let ek be such that
{p1, · · · , pk} covers each register in the set of k
registers Rk. Run ek+1 extending partial run
ek for the process pk+1 that execute the code
write(pk+1, pk+1).
Claim: pk+1 has to write in some register not
in Rk.
Proof. By contradiction assume pk+1 does not
write any register not in Rk and assume the code
of pn is read(pk+1). pk+1 ends its writing and
has only written registers in Rk, then each pro-
cess in {p1, . . . , pk} executes one step and over-
rides each register in Rk. Then pn executes the
code for read(pk+1). But this execution is in-
distinguishable (for all processes different from
pk+1) from one in which pk+1 does not make any
writing and the read may not return the value
written by pk+1.

In ek+1, pk+1 takes steps and stops before writ-
ing a register that is not in Rk, say Rk+1. Then
pk+1 covers Rk+1. Define Rk+1 = Rk ∪Rk+1.

When k = n−1,Rn−1 contains all the MWMR
registers. Now, consider process pn and assume
it runs the code write(pn, pn). Run en is an ex-
tension of en − 1 in which pn takes steps until it
ends its write and takes no other steps. Each
process executes one step and overrides each reg-
ister in Rn−1. At this point the value written
by pn is not in the local memory of any process
(except pn) and in particular it is not in the local
memory of p1. Then p1 ends its write(p1, p1),
at the end of this writing, the value written
by pn is not in any MWMR registers and the
run is indistinguishable (for all processes differ-
ent from pn) from the same run in which pn does



8not take any writing. Now if p1 runs read(pn),
p1 cannot get the value written by pn.

6 Wait-free emulation of
SWMR registers

The previous emulation is only non-blocking.
Using 3n − 1 MWMR registers with help of the
simulation of n non-blocking SWMR registers it
is easy to simulate n wait-free SWMR registers.
For this, the 3n−1 registers are partitioned into
a set W of n registers and a set PR of 2n−1 reg-
isters. The n MWMR registers of W are used to
(non-blocking) simulate n SWMR register with
the algorithm of Figure 3. With these n SWMR
registers we can run a renaming algorithm [5, 9].
In fact as such an algorithm always terminates in
a finite number of steps it is easy to verify that
the non-blocking simulation is enough to ensure
that the renaming terminates. Hence each pro-
cess p of the n processes gets an unique identity
id(p) in the set {1, · · · , 2n − 1}. To write a
value v, p will write in the id(p)th register of
PR. As p is the unique writer the simulation is
wait-free. But it is possible to reduce the number
of MWMR registers to 2n− 1. In the algorithm
we propose we eventually get an unique identity
in the set {1, . . . , n}.

We present first an algorithm with 2n MWMR
registers. The algorithm of Figure 4 has a struc-
ture similar to the previous algorithms. Each
process maintains a variable V iew containing all
information it knows. Here the processes ac-
cess shared variables using wait free snapshot by
means of primitives Update and Scan. Imple-
mentations of such primitives are described for
example in [1].

For a set V of values V.proc denotes the list of
all processes occurring in V (process q occurs
in V if there is any v = (x, q, s) in V ). For
convenience all the lists of processes are ordered
by process identities. The index of process p in
an ordered list of processes is the position p in
the list. Indexes begins on 0, for example, for
1, 3, 8, 15 the index of 1 is 0 and index of 3 is 1.

In the algorithm the processes share an ar-

Shared variable :
array of n− 1 MWMR-register : W
array of n+ 1 MWMR-register : PR

Local variable:
set of Values V iew = ∅

//V iew.proc: set of processes in V iew ordered by names
//Update, Scan: wait-free snapshot
Code for process p

init k=0;

write(p, x):
1 v = (x, p, k)
2 next = 0
3 nextReg = W [next]
4 V iew = V iew ∪ {v}
5 Name = index of p in V iew.proc
6 do
7 Snap = Scan()
8 V iew = Snap ∪ V iew
9 if (Snap[card(V iew.proc)] = ⊥) then
10 Name = index of p in V iew.proc
11 Update(PR[card(V iew.proc)], V iew)
12 else
13 Update(nextReg, V iew)
14 next = (next+ 1) mod n
15 if next = n− 1 then nextReg = PR[Name]
16 else nextReg = W [next]
17 until (card{r|v in Snap[r]} ≥ n)
18 k = k + 1

read(q):
19 V iew = Collect()
20 return x such that (x, q, u) ∈ V iew with maximal u

Figure 4: Wait-free emulation with 2n MWMR
registers for n processes.

ray W (Working registers) of n − 1 MWMR-
registers (W [0], . . . ,W [n − 2]) and an array PR
(Personal Registers) of n + 1 MWMR-registers
(PR[0], . . . , PR[n]).

Personal registers play a double part: they
give the supposed number of participants and
give a personal register for each participant. For
this, the last cell different from ⊥ gives the sup-
posed number and list of participants: if PR[a]
is this last cell then the supposed number of
participants is a and the list of participants is
PR[a].proc. In the ordered list of assumed par-
ticipants process p determines its index (variable
Name) and will consider PR[Name] as its per-



9sonal register (Lines 5 and 10).
As usual to write a value x( assuming it is

the kth), a process adds v = (x, p, k) to its V iew
and successively writes (by Update and after up-
dating its V iew by Scan in Line 8) to the n− 1
registers W (Line 13) and in its personal regis-
ter PR[Name](Line 15). But it has to check that
its Name is correct. After each Scan a process
will verify that the number of participants corre-
sponds to the contents of PR registers (Line 9):
if the number of participants is a then PR[a]
must be the last cell different from ⊥. If it is the
case, its Name is up to date and it writes the
next register (Line 13). If it not the case, the
last non ⊥ cell in PR is before the number of
participants that p has seen, then p writes in the
correct cell of PR (PR[a] if a is the number of
participants seen by p) (Line 11) and determine
its new index Name in its list (Line 10).

As before the writing terminates when v is in
at least n registers (condition in Line 17): when
v is in n registers at least one of these registers is
not covered. Roughly speaking, writing is wait-
free because eventually the last cell different of
⊥ will correspond to the actual number of par-
ticipants, and the list of participants in this cell
will be the actual list of all participants, hence
processes will have a personal register in which
it will be alone to write.

The same arguments proving the safety prop-
erties of the non-blocking algorithm of Figure 3
apply here (essentially the writing of v termi-
nates when v is in at least n registers by a non
covering argument then v will be returned by all
Scan). Then we restrict ourselves to prove the
wait-freedom.

For each register r, r.proc is the list of all pro-
cesses occurring in r.

Lemma 19 There is a time after which each
register r of PR[0], ..., PR[n − 1] is written by
at most one process.

Proof. Let max be the greatest i such that
PR[i] 6= ⊥. By definition of the index, max
may not be the Name of any register, then
PR[max] may only be written by processes in
Line 11 for which for the previous Scan PR[max]

was ⊥. Hence this register is written only a
finite number of time. Consider time τ after
which only processes that make an infinite num-
ber of Scan/Update take steps and after which
PR[max] is no more written.
Claim There are a set Participant of size
max and a time σ > τ after which: (1)
PR[max].proc = Participant and (2) for ev-
ery process p that makes an infinite number of
Scan/Update, V iewp.proc = Participant.
Proof. Let Participant be the value of
PR[max].proc a time τ .

Let p be a process that makes an infinite
number of Scan/Update, p will make some
Scan after time τ getting PR[max]. Then
there is a time τp after which PR[max].proc ⊆
V iewp.proc. Then PR[max].proc 6= V iewp.proc
is equivalent to max 6= card(V iewp.proc). If
Participant = PR[max].proc 6= V iewp.proc
then max < card(V iewp.proc) and p will write
in PR[card(V iewp.proc)] contradicting the defi-
nition of PR[max]. Let time σ be max of τp for
all p making an infinite number of Scan/Update,
after time σ conditions (1) and (2) of the claim
are satisfied.

Let i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ n and assume that
PR[i] is written after time σ, then by definition
of max, we can assume that 0 ≤ i < max. If,
after time σ > τ , some q writes PR[i], by defini-
tion of τ , this process makes an infinite number
of Scan/Update. By the claim, V iewq.proc =
Participant, and if q writes in PR[i] that means
that the index of q in Participant is i and as
each process making an infinity of Scan/Update
has an unique index in Participant, q is the only
writer of PR[i].

Lemma 20 The algorithm in Figure 4 emulates
wait-free n SWMR registers with 2n MWMR reg-
isters for n processes.

Proof. We prove only the wait-freedom. As-
sume a process p that takes an infinite number of
steps tries to write v = (x, p, k) in its register
and does not succeed. Then (v, p, k) in inserted
in V iewp and by Lemma 1, (v, p, k) remains for-
ever in V iewp



10By the algorithm, p executes an infinite num-
ber of Scan/Update and writes V iewp an infi-
nite number of times in at least one register of
PR. By Lemma 19, there is a register PR[i]
and a time τ after which p writes infinitely of-
ten in PR[i] and p is the only writer of PR[i].
Then v will be forever in PR[i]. After time τ ,
every process q that executes Scan/update reads
PR[i] and includes it in its V iewq. Then all pro-
cesses that write after time τ in some register
will write v in this register too. As we assume
that the writing of p does not terminate, at
least p writes in each register of W . Therefore,
there is a time after which v will be forever in all
the n−1 registers W and in register PR[i], then
for any Scan v will be in at least n registers and
the writing of v ends.

Notice that the information in PR[n] can be
easily integrated to PR[n−1]. So we can use only
2n − 1 MWMR registers. The shared MWMR
registers array W is of size n − 1 and array PR
is of size n.

Finally, we replace Line 9 to Line 11 from al-
gorithm in Figure 4 by:

9.1 if Name 6= index of p in V iew.proc then
9.2 Name = index of p in V iew.proc
9.3 if (card(V iew.proc) = n and card(PR[n− 1].proc) = n− 1)

or (card(V iew.proc) < n and Snap[card(V iew.proc)] = ⊥))
9.4 then
9.5 if (card(V iew.proc) = n) then
9.6 update(PR[n− 1], V iew)
9.7 else
11 update(PR[card(V iew.proc)], V iew)

Figure 5: Wait-free emulation with 2n − 1
MWMR registers for n processes.

Theorem 21 The algorithm in Figure 5 emu-
lates wait-free n SWMR registers with 2n − 1
MWMR-registers for n processes.

7 n-concurrency - sketch

We have seen how n processors emulate SWMR
wait-free using 2n − 1 MWMR registers. What

if we have N processors N >> n (N possibly
infinite) but we have the notion of arrivals and
departures of processosr. Processors are to solve
a task T . We have T defined over N processors.
Yet we are to solve the task only under the condi-
tion that the number of processors that invoked
the task (arrived) minus the number of proces-
sors that obtain an output (departed) is at any
point of time less or equal to n. Suppose that
we know that T is read-arite wait-free solvable
in the SWMR model under the assumption of
n-concurrency. Can we solve T with just 2n− 1
MWMR registers, without indefinite postpone-
ment, i.e. the step complexity of a processor
until it gets an output will be a function of n
rather than N?

In the full paper we show that under few ad-
ditional observations outlined below the answer
is positive.

The standard approach borrowed from the
proof of the renaming algorithm in [?] is to as-
sume there is an infinite postponement and ar-
rive at contradiction. Indeed we are going to use
the algorithm in [?] since in the SWMR model
for N processor under bounded concurrency n,
it does solve the following variant of renaming
using M(n) = 2n − 1 names. In this variant
processors not only output a new name but also
output a set of processors that were concurrent
with them (loosely defined). Any two concurrent
processors hold a distinct name.

Thus processors will be allocated a dedicated
MWMR register according to the name they ob-
tain solving n-concurrent renaming. Yet even to
solve that a processor potentially may be forever
postponed. To prevent it we make processors’
behavior is controlled by two parameters: The
maximum size concurrency they have observed
in the system since their arrival. We noitice that
this value is monotonoically non-decreasing. The
other paramenter is how early compared to other
processors they arrived. A processor postponed
forever will eventually have the maximum con-
currency observed among all others eventually
concurrent with it. Similarly, it will consider it-
self the oldest. If visible in the syetm (i.e. suc-
ceeded to appear in n registers) then all eventu-
ally will consider it the oldest.



iIf the oldest processor is invisible, then we can
argue that its maximum concurrency observed
is strictly larger than the one observed by any
other processor eventually concurrent with it. If
it is visible to others then all of them will con-
sider it to be the oldest, and if they rank the older
with smaller number, it will be the only one with
rank 1 eventually. We now let processors which
obtained a dedicated MWMR register to write
their register and n − 1 additional undedicated
registers going from “ left to right” while those
that did not obtain yet a dedicated register writ-
ing n undedicated registers going from “right to
left.” The starting position of these latter writes
is controlled by a combination of rank and max-
concurrency observed. We are able to argue that
eventually the starting location in which the old-
est processor starts writing from “right to left”
is not written by any other processor, hence it
must progress - contradiction.
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iiiA Broadcast: Proof of Theo-
rem 6

If a process takes an infinity number of steps then
its Delivers terminate, and the Integrity prop-
erty is trivial. We now prove the convergence.

Recall that we assume that there is at least one
process that takes an infinite number of steps.

Lemma 22 At least one process makes an in-
finite number of NBScan and all registers are
written infinitely often.

Henceforth R∞ is here the set of all registers.

If all registers contain some set of values V , if
the number of processes covering registers with
values W such that V 6⊆ W is less than m, the
number of registers, then V will be forever con-
tained in all registers.

Lemma 23 If at some time τ , let V ⊆⋂
1≤j≤mR[j]τ and let Q = {q ∈ Π|V 6⊆ V iewτq },

if card(Q) < m then for all τ ′ > τ , V ⊆⋂
1≤j≤mR[j]τ

′
.

Moreover there is a time after which for all
processes p that take an infinite number of steps
V ⊆ V iewp.

Proof. If card(Q) < m then by pigeon hole
principle at least one register, say R[j], is V –
covered then by Lemma 2, V = V ∩R[j]τ will be
forever in this register. By Lemma 4, eventually
V will be in all registers. Then if p takes an
infinite number of steps it eventually makes a
NBScan that returns a superset of V and by
Lemma 1 there is a time after which V is forever
in V iewp.

Now consider some properties on sets written
in registers. From Lemma 1 and the fact that
V iew is a subset of the set of initial values and
this set is finite we get:

Lemma 24 For all processes p, there is a set V
of values such that there is a time after which
forever V iewp = V .

A set of values E is said to be stable if E is
written infinitely often in some register. By

Lemma 22 and the fact that there is a finite set
of values, there is at least one stable set.

Then, directly from the definition:

Lemma 25 E is stable if and only if there is a
process p that takes an infinite number of steps
and a time τ after which we have forever E =
V iewp.

As a process writes always some values, a sta-
ble set is not the empty set.

Lemma 26 If E is stable then E 6= ∅.

Hence, let τ0 the time after which only stable
sets are written in registers.

Stable sets may be ordered by inclusion, for
this order a stable set E is minimal if and only if
for all stable sets E′ if E′ ⊆ E then E′ = E. As
the set of stable sets being finite, minimal stable
sets always exist.

Consider a minimal stable set M , and assume
a time τ ≥ τ0. LetM be the set of processes that
take an infinite number of steps that eventually
write M in registers. By Lemma 25 at least one
process pM that takes an infinite number of steps
writes M forever in all registers. Before writing
M in some register, pM makes a NBSscan of
all registers returning snapshot V . By stability
V = M and by minimality of M , for each i we
have V [i] = M . Then there is a time σ ≥ τ ′ such
that for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have R[i]σ = M .

Assume by contradiction that there is some
stable set X such that X ∩M = ∅. Let X be the
set of such sets, and P be the set of processes
that take an infinite number of steps and even-
tually write in the registers any X ∈ X . From
Lemma 23, if card(P) < m, M will be forever in
all registers but then card(P) = 0 contradicting
the hypothesis. Then we have card(P) ≥ m.

Consider any minimal stable set N in X , by
a symmetric argument we prove that if Q is the
set of processes that take an infinite number of
steps and eventually write stable sets Y such that
Y ∩N = ∅ then card(Q) ≥ m.

As card(Q) ≥ m, card(P) ≥ m, P and Q are
disjoint and n < 2m, we get a contradiction.

Hence if n < 2m all stable sets contain M ,
proving that all Deliver eventually return sets



ivall containing M . Moreover, by Lemma 26, there
is a value in M , proving the convergence prop-
erty.


